**Classroom Demonstrations**

by Yetta M. Goodman

Learning Through Interviews

Personal interviews with students, parents or community members provide information that can be used to discover what individuals believe reading and writing to be and how it affects their lives; (2) what kinds of materials people have in their homes that provide a literate environment for members of the family; (3) what kinds of literacy experiences people engage in daily and occasionally; (4) what attitudes parents and community members have about the role of literacy in their lives and how they believe this impacts their children; (5) how children and adults respond to discussions and simulations about ways in which people define themselves and their family as literate; and so on.

Interviewing individuals or family groups about their home culture done by students, teachers and researchers. In every case, the kinds of questions that are used depend on the purposes for wanting to get the information. Interviews for evaluation purposes should provide information about what students and their families know about written language and the importance of this to their educational experiences.

Very young children might simply want to find out what kinds of things their parents read and write on their jobs. Middle grade students might want to find out what kinds of reading and writing their grandparents used to participate in to compare to the experiences they and their parents have with literacy today. Teachers may want to discover what kinds of literacy events their students and their parents do every day. All interviews will have a wide range of purposes for establishing an interview about literacy with members of a community.

The interviewers need to participate in serious discussions and simulations about ways to conduct interviews that take into considerations ethical issues as well as issues concerned with the best kinds of questions to use, how to conduct the interview and what problems might arise during interview settings. Helping questions understand the role of their questions is an important first step in such a discussion. Interviewers must be helped to respect the people they are questioning. It is important to explain to those being questioned the real purposes of such experiences. (We're trying to find out what people in this school community read and write in their own homes. Sometimes people don't consider that what they are reading and writing regularly to get through the day is as important as what people read and write in school. All reading and writing impacts how we learn to read and write, so we are trying to find out what people read and write most and why they do so.)

It is also important for interviewers to realize that the questions they ask are not always understandable to others. Simulating interviews with others in small groups will be helpful.

When bilingual or multilingual people are being interviewed, it is helpful to have a proficient speaker of the other language participate in the interview. Not all questions in one language translate easily into another. Good questioners watch who they are interviewing carefully to see whether they are being understood. If they don't, they adjust their questions accordingly. Also if they begin to realize that the person they are questioning is uncomfortable it is best to culminate the interview and plan for another time.

It is most helpful during interviews to take notes and make audio recordings of the interviews. In addition, if possible a second person can be a quiet observer taking notes to gain a more complete picture of the interview setting. This is, of course, explained honestly to the people being interviewed. If the persons being interviewed seem the least bit uncomfortable, it is helpful to tell them how the information will be used and that the notes and audio recording will be given to them to listen to and change before the information is used.

The following interview form indicates questions that teachers, students and researchers have used with different groups. These should be carefully scrutinized and changed as necessary, taking into consideration what is known about the individuals or the group that will be questioned.


BURKE READING INTERVIEW

. . . She reads easy books and then spends twice as long writing a book report . . . She seems to love this part the best.

The Burke Reading Interview was devised by Carolyn L. Burke and is used to gain insight into a reader's beliefs about the reading process. Responses to this series of open-ended questions reveal:

- how the student copes with difficult material
- what qualities typify a "good" reader, according to the student
- what reading strategies the student would recommend to others
- personal strengths and weaknesses, as reported by the student

It is important to discover, for example, that a student believes that sounding out words is the most useful strategy when faced with an unknown word. The student described above by fifth grade teacher Mary Kliwang may believe that writing the book report is the most important part of reading a book. This kind of information, in conjunction with corroborating observations, can be used to design appropriate strategy lessons and other reading experiences for each student. Some questions can be modified and asked periodically in order to detect changes in the student's understanding of the reading process.

Guidelines for Burke Reading Interview

The interview should be conducted in an informal setting, relatively free of interruption. Notations of the student's responses can be made in an anecdotal record or in other suitable form.

**INTERVIEW QUESTIONS**

1. When you are reading and you come to something you don't know, what do you do? Do you ever do anything else?

2. Do you think that (ask teacher's name) is a good reader? Who is a good reader that you know?

3. What makes him/her a good reader?

4. Do you think that she/he ever comes to something she/he doesn't know when she/he is reading?

5. IF YES: When she/he does come to something she/he doesn't know, what do you think she/he does about it?

   IF NO: Suppose she/he does come to something she/he doesn't know. Pretend: what do you think she/he does about it?

6. If you knew that someone was having difficulty reading, how would you help them?

7. What would your teacher do to help that person?

8. How did you learn to read? What did (they/you) do to help you learn?

9. What would you like to do better as a reader?

10. Do you think that you are a good reader?

Reading interest inventories serve the obvious purpose of attempting to uncover what a student may find interesting to read. But for evaluation purposes, they also provide insight into students' attitudes, values, and knowledge as reflected in their experiences with reading material. Trends in choices of reading material may also be evaluated and shared with parents as a way of encouraging reading at home. The information gathered from all students can help in the selection of materials and the development of curricula for an individual student or an entire classroom.

Guidelines for Reading Interest Inventories

All the questions on the following inventory focus on reading. The questions involve reading habits, favorite books, other reading material, use of free time, and nonreading interests and activities. The questions used should depend on what the teacher wants to know about the reading experiences of the students, and whether the student is at primary, intermediate, or secondary level. The inventory could be completed at school or sent home for the parent and student to do together.

**QUESTIONS RELATED TO BOOKS**

1. What is the name of your favorite book that someone has read aloud to you?

2. What is the name of your favorite book or story that you have read for yourself?

3. What kind of stories and books do you like to hear read aloud to you?

4. What is the title of a book you have read recently that you like the best?

5. What is the title of the best book you have ever read?

6. What are the names of some of your favorite authors?

7. What is the worst book you remember reading? Why didn't you like it?

8. How much do you like to read? very much/quite a lot/not very much/not at all

9. How much do you like to read? very much/quite a lot/not very much/not at all

10. Do you like to talk to others about books you read?

11. What do you do when you decide you don't like the book you're reading?

12. If the following kinds of books, which ones would you like to read? Have you ever read any? How often?

   - football stories
   - mystery stories
   - baseball stories
   - career stories
   - basketball stories
   - science fiction
   - adventure stories
   - nature stories
   - animal stories
   - scientific experiments
   - historical novels
   - poetry
Assessing the Strengths of Readers

Second-grade Nick is reading a story about how ducks stay dry in water. One line says, "She rubs her bill in the oil and spreads it over her feathers." As he reads, Nick substitutes the word burrow for bill, but when he gets to oil, he goes back and reads, "She rubs her beak..." Nick pauses, looks at the word closely, says "Oh, bill," then proceeds with the rest of the story. Afterward, he and his teacher discuss the story. Nick says, "At first I had trouble with the word, bill. Burrow didn't make sense. Then I thought it was spell but I saw wrong so I tried bill, and I remembered knowing duck beaks are called bills."

Evaluation
During miscue analysis, Nick read for his teacher and retold what he had read. Nick's mistakes, or unexpected responses, show his focus on making sense of the text. He changes burrow to beak when he realizes burrow doesn't make sense. He also pays attention to the syntax and the graphophonic systems, though, as he appropriately substitutes nouns for nouns and realizes that beak doesn't contain the letters of the word he is reading. Finally, he uses his prior knowledge about ducks to confirm the semantic relationships present in the text. Nick demonstrates his strength as a reader.

Nick is doing precisely what we hope young readers will do. He is relying on semantics to ensure his understanding of the text; he is using all other cuing systems to confirm his prediction; and he is self-correcting as he reads, integrating all cuing systems in the process of making sense of the text. Nick is also highly capable of verbalizing what he does as he reads, demonstrating his awareness of the strategies he uses while reading.

Curriculum
Nick can be made even more metalinguistically aware of his reading by talking with his teacher at length about the miscues he makes. Through a process called retrospective miscue analysis, Nick and his teacher can identify his strengths as a reader and build upon them. Nick can also share his reading process with others: his peers, his parents, and administrators, or visitors in the school who are interested in understanding how reading works. As Nick continues to develop as a reader, he can self-evaluate his reading and make plans for his continued reading success.

See: Whitmore, pp. 95, 142, 144, 145, 165, 180.